Twist Me 1 Anna Zaires
This is likewise one of the factors by obtaining the soft documents of this
twist me 1 anna zaires by online. You might not require more time to spend to
go to the ebook launch as well as search for them. In some cases, you likewise
complete not discover the publication twist me 1 anna zaires that you are
looking for. It will certainly squander the time.
However below, as soon as you visit this web page, it will be therefore very
easy to get as capably as download lead twist me 1 anna zaires
It will not take many become old as we tell before. You can complete it though
be active something else at house and even in your workplace. in view of that
easy! So, are you question? Just exercise just what we have enough money below
as competently as evaluation twist me 1 anna zaires what you following to read!
Tears of Tess Pepper Winters 2013-08-30 “My life was complete. Happy, content,
everything neat and perfect. Then it all changed. I was sold.” Tess Snow has
everything she ever wanted: one more semester before a career in property
development, a loving boyfriend, and a future dazzling bright with possibility.
For their two year anniversary, Brax surprises Tess with a romantic trip to
Mexico. Sandy beaches, delicious cocktails, and soul-connecting sex set the
mood for a wonderful holiday. With a full heart, and looking forward to a
passion filled week, Tess is on top of the world. But lusty paradise is
shattered. Kidnapped. Drugged. Stolen. Tess is forced into a world full of
darkness and terror. Captive and alone with no savior, no lover, no faith, no
future, Tess evolves from terrified girl to fierce fighter. But no matter her
strength, it can’t save her from the horror of being sold. Can Brax find Tess
before she’s broken and ruined, or will Tess’s new owner change her life
forever? A New Adult Dark Contemporary Romance, not suitable for people
sensitive to grief, slavery, and hard to read subjects. A story about finding
love in the strangest of places, a will of iron that grows from necessity, and
forgiveness that may not be enough.
Destiny Mine (Tormentor Mine #3) Anna Zaires 2018-07-03
Twist Me & Capture Me Anna Zaires 2016-08-28
Tormentor Mine (Tormentor Mine #1) Anna Zaires 2017-03-28 "Darkly addictive and
hauntingly beautiful, Peter and Sara's story will stay with you long after you
read the final words." —Julia Sykes, USA Today bestselling author He came to me
in the night, a cruel, darkly handsome stranger from the most dangerous corners
of Russia. He tormented me and destroyed me, ripping apart my world in his
quest for vengeance. Now he's back, but he’s no longer after my secrets. The
man who stars in my nightmares wants me.
Obsession Mine (Tormentor Mine #2) Anna Zaires 2017-11-14
Midnight Days Anna Zaires 2021-11-16 My instincts warned me that Alex Volkov is
a dangerous man. My mind told me to run when he set his sights on me with
unfaltering determination. It’s not that I didn’t try to resist, but Alex had a
game plan. He was always one step ahead of me, skillfully drawing me deeper
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into his web. Even when he gave me freedom, it was only an illusion. Now, even
that illusion has vanished. I’m his prisoner in the truest sense of the word,
whisked away to Russia on his private plane. I no longer have a say, not while
our lives are at risk, and maybe never again. Our story balances on a thin edge
between disaster and happiness. With each day that passes, I grow less certain
of which side the coin will land on… or if we’ll even survive. Note: This is
the conclusion of Alex and Kate's story.
Twist Me Anna Zaires 2014-01-15 I never thought this could happen to me. I
never imagined one chance meeting on the eve of my eighteenth birthday could
change my life so completely. Now I belong to him. To Julian. To a man who is
as ruthless as he is beautiful - a man whose touch makes me burn. A man whose
tenderness I find more devastating than his cruelty.
Twist Me (Twist Me #1) Anna Zaires 2014-02-10 A man obsessed. A girl abducted.
The darkest love story ever told... Kidnapped. Taken to a private island. I
never thought this could happen to me. I never imagined one chance meeting on
the eve of my eighteenth birthday could change my life so completely. Now I
belong to him. To Julian. To a man who is as ruthless as he is beautiful—a man
whose touch makes me burn. A man whose tenderness I find more devastating than
his cruelty. My captor is an enigma. I don’t know who he is or why he took me.
There is a darkness inside him—a darkness that scares me even as it draws me
in. My name is Nora Leston, and this is my story. If you like your romance
dark, addictive, and scandalously hot, you don't want to miss this NEW YORK
TIMES BESTSELLING series!
Close Liaisons Anna Zaires 2012-10 "In the near future, the Krinar rule the
Earth. An advanced race from another galaxy, they are still a mystery to us-and we are completely at their mercy. Shy and innocent, Mia Stalis is a college
student in New York City who has led a very normal life. Like most people,
she's never had any interaction with the invaders-- until one fateful day in
the park changes everything. Having caught Korum's eye, she must now contend
with a powerful, dangerously seductive Krinar who wants to possess her and will
stop at nothing to make her his own."--Page 4 of cover.
Twist Me & Keep Me (Twist Me 1 & 2) Anna Zaires 2015-05-15 ***For a limited
time, get the first two books in the USA Today bestselling dark romance trilogy
in one convenient bundle!*** A seductive, thrilling tale of abduction and dark
love . . . On the eve of her eighteenth birthday, Nora Leston meets Julian
Esguerra, and her life changes forever. Stolen away to a private island, she
finds herself at the mercy of a powerful, dangerous man whose touch makes her
burn. A man whose obsession with her knows no bounds. Her enigmatic captor is
as cruel as he is beautiful, yet it’s his tenderness that devastates her most.
Drawn into his dark world, Nora must find a way to survive . . . and protect
what remains of her heart.
Mia & Korum (The Complete Krinar Chronicles Trilogy) Anna Zaires 2014-03
***Internationally Bestselling Erotic Romance Trilogy *** Dark Passion.
Betrayal. Danger. Love. Five years in the future, humans are no longer the most
advanced species. Earth is ruled by the Krinar, a beautiful, mysterious race
from another galaxy. A shy and inexperienced college student, Mia Stalis has
never had much interaction with the invaders - until one fateful meeting in
Central Park changes everything. Having caught Korum's eye, she must now
contend with a powerful, dangerously seductive Krinar who will do anything to
possess her . . . even take away her freedom. From the skyscrapers of New York
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City to the alien landscapes of Krina, their epic passion will transform the
world.
Dark, Dangerous, & Mine Anna Zaires 2016-09-07 For a limited time, get NINE
FULL-LENGTH NOVELS from NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER ANNA ZAIRES in one convenient
bundle. The “utterly brilliant” Twist Me trilogy, the “scorching hot” Capture
Me trilogy, and the “dangerous and otherworldly” Mia & Korum trilogy comprise
over 2200 pages of thrilling dark romance. Marie Claire, Women’s Day, and 1000s
of 5-star reviewers are raving about these addictive reads! This unique set
contains the following books: Twist Me: The Complete Trilogy “Will you ever let
me go?” “No, Nora,” he replies, and I can feel his smile in the darkness.
“Never.” On the eve of her eighteenth birthday, Nora Leston meets Julian
Esguerra, and her life changes forever. Stolen away to a private island, she
finds herself at the mercy of a powerful, dangerous man whose touch makes her
burn. A man whose obsession with her knows no bounds. Her enigmatic captor is
as cruel as he is beautiful, yet it’s his tenderness that devastates her most.
Drawn into his violent world, Nora must find a way to adapt and survive—and
find light within the darkness. Capture Me: The Complete Trilogy “Yulia,” he
whispers, staring down at me, and I know he feels it too, this pull, this
visceral connection between us. He may have all the power, but in this moment,
he’s as vulnerable as I am, caught in the grip of the same madness. Forced to
join a secret intelligence agency at a young age, Russian interpreter/spy Yulia
Tzakova is no stranger to dangerous men. But she’s never known one as ruthless
and compelling as Lucas Kent. The hard-edged mercenary frightens her, yet she’s
drawn to him—to a man she has no choice but to betray. Second-in-command to a
powerful arms dealer, Lucas Kent has never met a woman he’s wanted as much as
Yulia. Obsessed with the beautiful blonde, he’ll stop at nothing to capture her
and make her pay for her betrayal. From the icy streets of Moscow to the steamy
jungles of Colombia, their dark, all-consuming passion will either crush them
or set them free. Mia & Korum: The Complete Krinar Chronicles Trilogy “From the
moment I saw you, I knew that I wanted you—more than anyone I've ever wanted in
a very long time...” Five years in the future, humans are no longer the most
advanced species. Earth is ruled by the Krinar, a beautiful, mysterious race
from another galaxy. A shy and inexperienced college student, Mia Stalis has
never had much interaction with the invaders — until one fateful meeting in
Central Park changes everything. Having caught Korum’s eye, she must now
contend with a powerful, dangerously seductive Krinar who will do anything to
possess her… even take away her freedom. From the skyscrapers of New York City
to the alien landscapes of Krina, their epic passion will transform the world.
What readers are saying about Anna Zaires’s books: • “Intense, dark, erotic,
magnetic, captivating, suspenseful, thrilling, and deeply intriguing” • “So
enthralling, gripping, raw, thrilling, breathtaking I could not put my Kindle
down” • “Twists you into gut wrenching agony and fear and turns you into a
writhing mass of need” • “This series will forever be burned into my heart. I
loved it from the very first page and mourned the last page because I never
wanted it to end.” • “This trilogy deserves 10 stars!” • “Utterly brilliant” •
“I can never get enough of her writing!”
Close Obsession Anna Zaires 2013-05 The highly anticipated sequel to Close
Liaisons In Lenkarda, the main Krinar colony on Earth, Mia is completely at
Korum's mercy. With no way to leave and no idea how to operate even the most
basic Krinar technology, she has no choice but to trust the K who brought her
there--the lover whom she had betrayed. Will he keep his promise to bring her
home, or is she destined to be his prisoner forever? Can a human become a part
of Krinar society? Does Korum love her, or does he only wish to possess her?
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Keep Me (Twist Me #2) Anna Zaires 2014-09-30 Book 2 in the New York Times and
USA Today Bestselling Dark Romance Trilogy Abducted at eighteen. Held captive
for 15 months. It reads like one of those headlines. And yes, I did it. I stole
her. Nora, with her long dark hair and silky skin. She’s my weakness, my
obsession. I’m not a good man. I never pretended to be one. She can love me,
but she can’t change me. I can, however, change her. My name is Julian
Esguerra, and Nora is mine to keep. ***Keep Me is the sequel to Twist Me, told
from Nora & Julian’s POV.***
The Banker Penelope Sky 2019-01-14 They've taken my father. They'll take me
next unless I comply with their demands.Taking down the most powerful man in
Italy.Cato Marino.The man is accompanied by his security team everywhere he
goes. His fortress in Tuscany is impenetrable. He's the most paranoid man in
the country.And there's no possibility I'll be able to take him down alone.If I
want to save my father, I only have one option.To get into Cato's bed...and
stay there. **This story is not about the Barsettis, but it takes place in the
same universe. There are guest appearances by Crow Barsetti and Bones Jr.**
Recaptured by the Crime Lord Mia Knight 2016-11-09 Lyla Dalton is a shell of
her former self. She and her cousin have been traveling cross country in an RV,
trying to outrun their pasts, but that’s about to come to an end. Gavin Pyre is
out of jail and he’s coming for her. This time, when he catches her, there will
be no escape. Author's Note: This is a dark romance novel with triggers,
violence, and mature themes that may make some readers uncomfortable.
Devil’s Lair (Molotov Obsession Duet Book 1) Anna Zaires 2021-04-13 Live-in
tutor wanted for four-year-old. Must be willing to relocate to a remote
mountain estate. $3K/week cash. On the run from ruthless killers, I’m down to
ten bucks in my wallet and a half-tank of gas in my ancient car when I spot the
ad. The job sounds like the answer to my prayers, but there’s a catch. The
child’s father is the most beautiful, most dangerous man I’ve ever met. Darkly
seductive and filthy rich, Nikolai Molotov is a tantalizing mystery, a lethally
alluring contradiction. Bruised knuckles and tailored suits, tender endearments
and dirty promises—my new employer draws me in like a magnet, even as my
instincts scream for me to run. I should’ve heeded them… because I’m not the
only one with secrets. My safe haven just might be the devil’s lair, and once
he’s claimed me, it will be too late to run.
Tormentor Mine: The Complete Series Anna Zaires 2020-12-08 Get all four FULLLENGTH novels in the Tormentor Mine series and save OVER 55% with this LIMITEDTIME box set! These incredible savings won't be available for long, so take
advantage of this deal while you can. A lethal mercenary bent on vengeance. The
innocent woman standing in his way. Dr. Sara Cobakis's quiet suburban life is
turned upside down when a darkly handsome Russian assassin breaks into her home
and tortures her for information. But the nightmare doesn't end there. Because
Peter Sokolov returns, and this time, he's determined to keep the pretty young
doctor for himself. No matter what it takes. Don't miss this twisted, intensely
addictive dark romance that readers can't stop obsessing over.
Secuestrada Anna Zaires 2018-02-20
My Beautiful Poison T.L. Smith 2020-12-29 I forgave him for the lies he told.
And I forgave him for breaking my body with his touch. But I couldn’t forgive
myself for staying. Until I met you… my antidote. I knew I couldn’t keep
forgiving him, when I could be safe in your arms. With your touch, there were
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no tears. With your kisses, I could finally breathe. You might be the villain
in everyone’s story... But not mine.
Angel’s Cage (Molotov Obsession Duet Book 2) Anna Zaires 2021-05-25 Back in the
devil’s lair, I’m at the mercy of a man who fascinates and terrifies me, a
tender killer whose obsession with me is growing by the day. Nikolai Molotov is
as much my captor as he is my protector, his compound both my safe haven and my
gilded cage. If only I could resist his lethally seductive touch... or fight
his growing hold on my heart and mind. Because no matter how far I delve into
the enigma of his past, I still don’t know the answer to the most crucial
question: Just how dangerous is his love for me? Note: This is the conclusion
of Nikolai and Chloe’s story.
Requiem of the Soul Natasha Knight 2021-03-23 I was born with noble blood in my
veins. Heir to a powerful dynasty. Wealth. Power. Aristocracy. Temptations too
dangerous to resist. Until someone tried to steal it all. Scarred and broken, I
emerged from the flames. Now I’ve returned to take what’s mine. Revenge. The
first item on my agenda? Make Ivy Moreno my wife. Second? Bend her until she
breaks.
Capture Me Anna Zaires 2015-11-17 Yulia Tzakova is no stranger to dangerous
men... she grew up with them, she survived them. But when she meets Lucas Kent,
she knows the hard ex-soldier may be the most dangerous of them all. One night- that's all it should be. A chance to make up for a failed assignment and get
information on Kent's arms dealer boss. Lucas wants her from the first moment
he sees her, and when the Russian interpreter ends up in his bed he has every
intention of seeing her again. But when his plane goes down,he learns that she
betrayed him... and she will pay....
Once a Crime Lord Mia Knight 2017-04-20 It all ends here. It’s been two years
since the Pyre family was ripped apart by a sadistic killer who will stop at
nothing to take Gavin Pyre’s position as crime lord of the Las Vegas
underworld. Lyla and Gavin’s relationship will be put to the ultimate test when
her ex rolls into town and the killer decides to finish what he started by
making his final play… Author's Note: This is a dark romance novel with
triggers, violence, and mature themes that may make some readers uncomfortable.
Hold Me (Twist Me #3) Anna Zaires 2015-06-09 Book 3 in the New York Times and
USA Today Bestselling Dark Romance Trilogy Captor and captive. Lovers.
Soulmates. We’re all that and more. We thought we were past the worst of it. We
thought we finally had a chance. We thought wrong. We’re Nora and Julian, and
this is our story. ***Hold Me is the conclusion of the Twist Me series, told
from Nora & Julian's point of view.***
Dark and Alpha Anna Zaires 2016-06-26 For a limited time, get two FULL-LENGTH
novels (reader favorites with 1000s of 5-star reviews!) from NEW YORK TIMES
BESTSELLER ANNA ZAIRES and see why more than a million readers worldwide are
“addicted” and “obsessed.” This unique FREE bundle contains the following
books: Twist Me (A Contemporary Dark Romance) “Will you ever let me go?” “No,
Nora,” he replies, and I can feel his smile in the darkness. “Never.” On the
eve of her eighteenth birthday, Nora Leston meets Julian Esguerra, and her life
changes forever. Stolen away to a private island, she finds herself at the
mercy of a powerful, dangerous man whose touch makes her burn. A man whose
obsession with her knows no bounds. Her enigmatic captor is as cruel as he is
beautiful, yet it’s his tenderness that devastates her most. Drawn into his
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violent world, Nora must find a way to adapt and survive—and find light within
the darkness. Close Liaisons (A Sci-Fi Romance) In the near future, the Krinar
rule the Earth. An advanced race from another galaxy, they are still a mystery
to us—and we are completely at their mercy. Shy and innocent, Mia Stalis is a
college student in New York City who's led a normal life. Like most people,
she’s never had any interactions with the invaders—until one fateful day in the
park changes everything. Having caught Korum’s eye, she must now contend with a
powerful, dangerously seductive Krinar who wants to possess her and will stop
at nothing to make her his own. How far would you go to regain your freedom?
How much would you sacrifice to help your people? What choice will you make
when you begin to fall for your enemy? What readers are saying about Anna
Zaires’s books: • “So enthralling, gripping, raw, thrilling, breathtaking I
could not put my Kindle down” • “Twists you into gut wrenching agony and fear
and turns you into a writhing mass of need” • “I enjoyed this book with fear
and arousal, amazed by the beauty in its darkness” • “This series will forever
be burned into my heart. I loved it from the very first page and mourned the
last page because I never wanted it to end.” • “This trilogy deserves 10
stars!” • “Utterly brilliant” • “I can never get enough of her writing!”
Crime Lord's Captive Mia Knight 2016 Three years ago, Lyla fled from her ex,
Gavin Pyre. She created a new identity and began a relationship with a man who
knows nothing about her past. The normal life she built for herself is
shattered when Gavin blackmails her into returning to Las Vegas where he rules
the criminal underworld.As Lyla navigates through the dark secrets of her past
she's forced to face a man who refuses to let her live without him.
Wall Street Titan Anna Zaires 2019-11-19 A billionaire who wants a perfect
wife... At thirty-five, Marcus Carelli has it all: wealth, power, and the kind
of looks that leave women breathless. A self-made billionaire, he heads one of
the largest hedge funds on Wall Street and can take down major corporations
with a single word. The only thing he’s missing? A wife who’d be as big of an
achievement as the billions in his bank account. A cat lady who needs a date…
Twenty-six-year-old bookstore clerk Emma Walsh has it on good authority that
she’s a cat lady. She doesn’t necessarily agree with that assessment, but it’s
hard to argue with the facts. Raggedy clothes covered with cat hair? Check.
Last professional haircut? Over a year ago. Oh, and three cats in a tiny
Brooklyn studio? Yep, she’s got those. And yes, fine, she hasn’t had a date
since… well, she can’t recall. But that part is fixable. Isn’t that what the
dating sites are for? A case of mistaken identity… One high-end matchmaker, one
dating app, one mix-up that changes everything... Opposites may attract, but
can this last?
Terrible Beauty Anna Zaires 2022-08-30
Capture Me: The Complete Trilogy Anna Zaires 2016-07-07 All 3 books in the USA
Today bestselling trilogy, available for a limited time in one convenient,
discounted bundle. “A perfectly dark thrill ride of breathtaking action and
scorching hot romance” —Skye Warren, New York Times bestselling author “Yulia,”
he whispers, staring down at me, and I know he feels it too, this pull, this
visceral connection between us. He may have all the power, but in this moment,
he’s as vulnerable as I am, caught in the grip of the same madness. Forced to
join a secret intelligence agency at a young age, Russian interpreter/spy Yulia
Tzakova is no stranger to dangerous men. But she’s never known one as ruthless
and compelling as Lucas Kent. The hard-edged mercenary frightens her, yet she’s
drawn to him—to a man she has no choice but to betray. Second-in-command to a
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powerful arms dealer, Lucas Kent has never met a woman he’s wanted as much as
Yulia. Obsessed with the beautiful blonde, he’ll stop at nothing to capture her
and make her pay for her betrayal. From the icy streets of Moscow to the steamy
jungles of Colombia, their dark, all-consuming passion will either crush them
or set them free. ****** “Blazing hot, captivating, and fast-paced” —Josie
Litton, New York Times bestselling author ****** Over 400 5-star reviews across
individual books. Here’s what readers are saying: • “Intense, dark, erotic,
magnetic, captivating, suspenseful, thrilling, and deeply intriguing” • “… page
after page of longing and need, and danger, more longing, more danger, then
erotic fulfillment, more need, then romantic bliss, then (Arrgh!) MORE DANGER!
I just loved every minute of it!” • “The intensity between Yulia and Lucas was
electric and tragic in the best possible way” • “Anna Zaires delivers another
masterpiece, I can never get enough of her writing. Another dark hero of hers,
Lucas has forever captured my heart and this trilogy will always be one of the
absolute best dark romance stories that I've had the opportunity to read!” • “…
the kind of series that will stay in your heart forever”
Close Liaisons (The Krinar Chronicles: Volume 1) Anna Zaires 2013-09-05 A dark
and edgy romance that will appeal to fans of erotic and turbulent relationships
. . . In the near future, the Krinar rule the Earth. An advanced race from
another galaxy, they are still a mystery to us – and we are completely at their
mercy. Shy and innocent, Mia Stalis is a college student in New York City who
has led a very normal life. Like most people, she’s never had any interactions
with the invaders – until one fateful day in the park changes everything.
Having caught Korum’s eye, she must now contend with a powerful, dangerously
seductive Krinar who wants to possess her and will stop at nothing to make her
his own. How far would you go to regain your freedom? How much would you
sacrifice to help your people? What choice will you make when you begin to fall
for your enemy? WARNING: This book contains strong sexual content and explicit
language and is not suitable for readers under 18.
Darker Than Love Anna Zaires 2020-01-28 500+ PAGES OF "CAPTIVATING" AND
"UTTERLY CONSUMING" STANDALONE ENEMIES-TO-LOVERS ROMANCE Once upon a cold, dark
night, a Russian killer stole me from an alley. I’m dangerous, but he is
lethal. I escaped once. He won’t let me do it twice. The revenge is his. The
betrayal is mine. But so are the lies to protect the ones I love. We’re cut
from the same twisted cloth. Both merciless. Both damaged. In his embrace, I
find hell and heaven, his cruelly tender touch destroying and uplifting me at
once. They say a cat has nine lives, but an assassin has just one. And Yan
Ivanov now owns mine.
Pretty When You Cry Skye Warren 2015-10-16 I came from a place of dirt floors
and holy scriptures. They told me the world outside was full of sin, and the
first night I escape, I find out it's true. Ivan saves me, but he does more
than that. He takes me. He makes me his own girl. That's the thing about
showing a mouse to a cat. He wants to play. And it's terrifying, even for me.
White Nights Anna Zaires 2022-07-06 The complete USA TODAY bestselling duet,
available for the first time in one convenient, discounted bundle. Over 2300 5star reviews on the individual books! Of all the hospitals in New York City, he
walks into mine. I know from the moment I see him that Alex Volkov is
dangerous. He’s the kind of trouble every woman should run from. The bullet his
bodyguard took for him proves that. My attraction to him is not rational, not
logical... but it’s too strong to resist. I tell myself it will be just one
night. One night to step away from the stress of work, to give into temptation.
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But before I know it, he’s pulling me deeper into his world of excess and
violence, invading not only my life but my heart. He's always known the power
he wields over me, but once I discover it for myself, my future is already
under his control. Note: This bundle contains White Nights and Midnight Days
and is the full story of Alex and Kate.
Claim Me (Capture Me: Book 3) Anna Zaires 2016-06-14 Yulia may have escaped,
but she's far from safe. The danger of my job occupies my days, but hunting
down Yulia is what I live for. When I find her, she’ll never escape again. I'll
do whatever it takes to keep her.
Love Drunk T.L. Smith One month, I fell for him. Two, I was a goner. Three, I
was a daydreamer. But by the fourth, it was a nightmare. Everything came in
beats. Beat one—fantasy. Beat two—admission. Beat three—love. But it’s the
fourth beat that completely ruined me. Beat. Beat. Beat. With a shattered
heart. He was my nightmare.
Keep Me Anna Zaires 2014-03-05 Abducted at eighteen. Held captive for 15
months. It reads like one of those headlines. And yes, I did it. I stole her.
Nora, with her long dark hair and silky skin. She's my weakness, my obsession.
I'm not a good man. I never pretended to be one. She can love me, but she can't
change me. I can, however, change her. My name is Julian Esguerra, and Nora is
mine to keep. ***"Keep Me" is the sequel to "Twist Me," told from Nora &
Julian's POV.***
Tormented Obsession Anna Zaires 2019-09-05 He's her nightmares made flesh Five
years ago, my family was killed. Now I hunt the ones responsible, exterminating
them one by one. Vengeance guides my every move, every thought—until her. Sara
Cobakis, my target's wife. A woman I'm now determined to possess. She's his
collateral damage He came to me in the night, a cruel, darkly handsome Russian
assassin. He tortured me and destroyed me, ripping apart my life in his quest
for vengeance. I thought I was strong. I thought I could survive anything. I
was wrong. My tormentor now wants me for his own. This convenient, discounted
bundle contains the first two books of the Tormentor Mine series: Tormentor
Mine and Obsession Mine.
Forever Mine (Tormentor Mine #4) Anna Zaires 2019-04-16 I fought against fate,
and I won. I made a deal with the devil to keep her. It was supposed to be
over. We were meant to be happy. Too bad my enemies had other plans. Note: This
is the conclusion of Peter & Sara’s story. It is strongly recommended that you
read Twist Me and Capture Me trilogies before embarking on this book, as there
will be major spoilers for those series.
Capture Me & Bind Me Anna Zaires 2016-03-30 The first two books in the dark
romance Capture Me trilogy, available for a limited time in one convenient,
discounted bundle “Yulia,” he whispers, staring down at me, and I know he feels
it too, this pull, this visceral connection between us. He may have all the
power, but in this moment, he’s as vulnerable as I am, caught in the grip of
the same madness. CAPTURE ME She fears him from the first moment she sees him.
Yulia Tzakova is no stranger to dangerous men. She grew up with them. She
survived them. But when she meets Lucas Kent, she knows the hard ex-soldier may
be the most dangerous of them all. One night—that’s all it should be. A chance
to make up for a failed assignment and get information on Kent’s arms dealer
boss. When his plane goes down, it should be the end. Instead, it's just the
beginning. He wants her from the first moment he sees her. Lucas Kent has
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always liked leggy blondes, and Yulia Tzakova is as beautiful as they come. The
Russian interpreter might’ve tried to seduce his boss, but she ends up in
Lucas’s bed—and he has every intention of seeing her there again. Then his
plane goes down, and he learns the truth. She betrayed him. Now she will pay.
BIND ME He’s determined to break her. For Lucas Kent, his new prisoner is a
maddening contradiction: compliant yet defiant, fragile yet strong. He needs to
uncover her secrets, but doing so may ruin everything. His obsession could
destroy her. She’s determined to escape. For Yulia Tzakova, her captor is the
man of both her dreams and her nightmares: tender one moment, cruel the next.
She can’t let him crack her, but resisting him may leave her broken. A moment
of weakness could cost her everything. ~~~~ "A perfectly dark thrill ride of
breathtaking action and scorching hot romance" —Skye Warren, New York Times
bestselling author "Blazing hot, captivating, and fast-paced" —Josie Litton,
New York Times bestselling author
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